
UFC:  

With no suitable main event available, the UFC announced there would no PPV show on 1/21, which 

was the date scheduled for UFC 208. What was to be UFC 209, on 2/11 from the Barclays Center, 

will now be UFC 208. The 1/21 show was scheduled at the Honda Center in Anaheim, and would 

have gone head-to-head with the Tito Ortiz vs. Chael Sonnen fight that same night on Spike from the 

Forum in Los Angeles. UFC did announce they would run a PPV from the Honda Center on 8/5. 

In a real surprise, the UFC has fired both Chuck Liddell and Matt Hughes in the latest layoffs that took 

place on 12/1. Both were expected to have jobs for life as key fighters who helped build the company, 

and always stayed loyal to the company even when, before UFC had television and Pride was paying 

more money and was considered the top promotion and made offers to them. This doesn’t do much 

good for Ari Emanuel’s credibility with the office workers, since they were told that the major layoffs 

were already done, and while someone here and there may be let go, that the people there had little 

to worry about. There was another round of layoffs on 12/1, with those as the two biggest names. 

Liddell was Executive Vice President of Business Development and Hughes was Vice President of 

Athlete Development and Government Relations, although they were both very well paid and those 

were more title positions. Liddell in particular had a great money deal and did pretty much what he 

wanted. Hughes was also supposed to be the liaison of sorts between talent and management and 

did more than Liddell, but it was not like he was in the office working full-time in the position. 

The UFC kept Forrest Griffin, who was making less money but is always in the office and works like 

anyone else in the company, as well as Antonio Rodrigo Nogueira, who also works full-time at his job 

with the company. The timing of this coming just one day after the announcement of the MMAAA (the 

group with GSP, Cain Velasquez, TJ Dillashaw, Tim Kennedy and Donald Cerrone, although Cerrone 

is starting to already distance himself from the group) is only going make fighters even more unhappy 

with the new owners. 

In the case of Liddell, he was one of Dana White’s best friends, and White was managing him 16 plus 

years ago and because of being in that position, found out that Bob Meyrowitz was looking at selling 

UFC, and contacted Lorenzo Fertitta, one of his best friends from high school, to try and talk him into 

buying. Fertitta was looking at getting into promoting boxing at the time. Then, when UFC hit it big on 

television in 2005, Liddell, with his knockout of Randy Couture on the first major PPV show after 

getting television, emerged as the company’s biggest star. White said that “They helped build this 

company when I was growing it and I told them both, I said, ‘Unless I drop dead or it comes to a 



position sometime where I’m not controlling how much money is being spent and all that stuff, you 

guys will get a paycheck until that day.’ And that day came. The thing with Matt and Chuck, it was a 

loyalty thing for me. It was my gift to them for being the guys that they were when me, Frank and 

Lorenzo, when it was our money.” Hughes said, “The UFC has been great to me. Times change and I 

understand the decision that was made. I will move on. My family and I are fine.” 

Dana White said that Conor McGregor was fine and okay regarding dropping the featherweight title. 

However, McGregor did a Q&A session at the Devenish Bar in Belfast, and said, “I also have 

something going on with the UFC. They’re trying to strip me and I was like, `Well, I ain’t stripped.’ I 

still got that belt. That belt is still at home right now. I’m still the two weight world champion. Someone 

has to come take that from me. I see articles. I see stuff online. But I don’t see the belt not in m 

presence. The belt is right there. There’s two world titles at my house. Eddie is still unconscious.” 

“Whatever they want to say, and they can say, `Oh, we took the belt and now it’s this guys’ belt.’ You 

can play with those fake belts all you want. Jose was KO’d. Eddie was KO’d. You’re looking at the 

two-weight world champion and that’s it. I’ll say to the UFC, and I love their company, you’re fooling 

nobody.” This is almost comical now. 

It also should be noted that UFC tried to get Aldo to face Max Holloway and Aldo turned that fight 

down, which ended with Aldo being declared champion. And really, there was little choice, because 

they should have a rule that unless there are extenuating circumstances, if you don’t defend the title 

or at least agree to defend the title after one year between title matches, you should be stripped. 

Essentially, McGregor given his schedule, shouldn’t have to defend by December because he was 

active and fighting money fights, but if he didn’t face Aldo next, and he wasn’t planning on doing so, 

then Aldo should have been made champion and Aldo should have faced Holloway. But they need to 

have a rule in place, because the way they did this came off so badly, like McGregor was stripped 

because Cormier was injured, and essentially that’s what happened, because they wanted to create a 

fake title match in Holloway vs. Anthony Pettis, but already had an interim champion in Aldo. And 

really, the idea of Holloway vs. Pettis as a five-round No. 1 contenders fight for Aldo made sense, but 

in calling it interim, they just made a joke about titles and one thing I think we should have learned 

from boxing and wrestling is not to have too many champions (which is why UFC title matches mean 

so much less now) and make it obvious they aren’t real by just throwing interim because a guy in the 

main event got hurt and the idea is you need to window dress up this card, which isn’t going to draw 

any differently with or without the interim title. 



On 12/6, White was on Fox Sports Live and said McGregor was taking ten months off, which would 

put his return in August. Unless Ronda Rousey wins and fights regularly, next year’s business is 

going to be way down from this year. 

Congressman Markwayne Mullin of Oklahoma, a former MMA fighter, who is trying to push for the Ali 

Act to expand from just boxing into all combat sports. Mullin was able to get a subcommittee on 

Commerce, Manufacturing and Trade to have a hearing on Capitol Hill on 12/8 regarding the MMA 

industry. The list of those speaking was supposed to be confidential until 12/6, however UFC found 

out that Randy Couture was on the list and according to Markwayne, UFC pushed back. “They had 

threatened to walk (not appear) because they didn’t want us to have Randy Couture on the panel,” 

said Mullin. “We want them to participate, but they can’t be dictating who we can and cannot have on 

the panel.” Mullin said in an interview with Bloody Elbow that after being told Couture would speak, 

UFC did back down on the demand. UFC, which claimed Mullin’s story isn’t true, is sending Jeff 

Novitzky to speak at the hearing. The act would outlaw “coercive contracts lasting more than a year,” 

give fighters their rights after one year an provide an independent rankings system and make 

championships independent of the promotion. It should be noted that those in boxing say the Ali Act 

has had very little influence on that sport. The UFC has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to 

attempt to prevent the Ali Act being expanded to cover MMA. Mullin noted that Lawrence Epstein, the 

UFC’s head of legal, when speaking to him about championship titles when Mullin said they should 

be independent from the promotion, said that they are not actually championship titles but “They are 

bestowing an award on the best fighter for the night. That’s what they think about the ranking system 

and as a professional athlete, that’s insulting, but that was their mentality back and then and that is 

their mentality going forward.” He said UFC has approached almost everyone on the committee at 

one time or another. Mullin also said how the UFC claims fighters are independent contractors, but he 

believes they are not. “They are limited on who they can use as a sponsor. Who they are, as far as 

their image, is owned by UFC. It’s a take it or leave it mentality.” The hearing will be carried live on C-

Span. 

After Bjorn Rebney last week said that the MMAAA was not interested in becoming a union, and went 

so far as to say that if they did it would end up in a court battle over the independent contractor vs. 

employee delineation of fighters that his side would probably lose, he changed his tune in an 

interview this week with Bloody Elbow. “We will have to come a union,” he said. He said he doesn’t 

want to unionize right now, saying that will delay any meaningful progress for years due to court 

battles that will ensue over the employee vs. independent contractor designation. He said one plan 

would be to target UFC’s television partners so that networks if they are making deals with UFC 



would want protection against a labor issue that would affect the programming. He indicated they 

would flood the media with stories of fighters’ hardships and that the campaign would pick up steam 

once the big names start coming out and are willing to speak. “If you’re NBC or you’re ESPN or 

you’re FOX and you’re being asked to pay what’s currently a $140 million deal per year and increase 

it to a $350 million deal and there is a consistent flow of media talking to the biggest, most prominent 

and most relevant superstars and it’s a very ugly fight, it’s just gonna progressively get uglier and 

uglier, that’s a major hindrance to the ability that WME IMG’s gonna have to be able to effectuate the 

level of increase that they are gonna need. I know full well that I’m going to a buyer and saying, 

‘Please pay me a premium for this content,’ and simultaneously that buyer is going online and seeing 

the biggest stars in my organization saying, `I’m extremely unhappy, I have no protection, I have no 

safety net, I have no pension, I’m not being paid fairly,’ over and over again, that will serve as a huge 

detriment, huge detriment to my ability as a seller to effectuate top dollar.” Dana White blasted 

Rebney, but said he had nothing against the fighters involved, although said he wished Donald 

Cerrone had called him first, noting that years back, when Cerrone had a legal issue, that he got 

Cerrone a criminal defense lawyer and spent $100,000 out of his own pocket for him first. He then 

said Cerrone was a guy who has only main evented three shows and never held a championship in 

either the WEC or UFC. 

There is already a major issue with the MMAFA, which is run by Robert Maysey, one of the lawyers 

behind the Cung Le, Jon Fitch lawsuit, and the MMAAA, which is the Bjorn Rebney group. According 

to an article by John Nash at MMA Fighting, the MMAFA sent a cease and desist legal letter saying 

that trying to work out a settlement with UFC is undermining their already existing lawsuit. They 

claimed the Rebney group is trying to divide the fighters into warring groups and allow UFC to settle 

with the lowest bidder and damages the class action suit. Most notably, the claim was that agent Ken 

Pavia had put Rebney and CAA (the rival Hollywood group to WME IMG, which also represents GSP 

and Velasquez and seems to have a hand in the Rebney group) in a meeting. MMAFA claimed that 

Rebney failed to disclose that Rebney, his investors and his legal time wanted to be a part of their 

lawsuit and share in the recovery revenue. They noted that lawyers involved in the class action suit 

met with Rebney, Pavia and reps from CAA on October 15, 2015, in New York. At the meeting, 

MMAFA’s letter said Rebney claimed to have already formed the MMAAA, and had the backing of 

hundreds of fighters. They said Rebney at the meeting was talking about their own lawsuit (which 

Rebney said is what they didn’t want to do last week). 

They claimed that ten days after the meeting that Rebney asked for a percentage of whatever 

settlement or money is won in a suit be turned over to the MMAAA, to compensate their unnamed 



investors for expenses in establishing their organization and that their side be allowed full 

participation in all settlement talks, and that the Maysey group turned down that request. At that point, 

MMAAA attorneys Jim Quinn and Eric Hochstadt sent out a press release saying they had gotten a 

cease-and-desist letter from lawyers attempting to stop the MMAAA from signing up fighters and they 

will do no such thing. “Those lawyers–who represent only a few fighters–are focused on getting some 

money out of one case, of which they seek a significant portion for themselves. Those lawyers do not 

speak for anyone else, and certainly not the MMAAA and all the fighters the organization represents 

and will quickly grow to represent.” They claimed those lawyers came to them first, and had a 

meeting. “They are focused on a short-term monetary recovery, of which they will seek 33 percent, 

and then they are gone from this sport. We parted ways at that point.” 

Rousey signed a major endorsement deal with Pantene and will be all over television with the catch 

phrase, “Don’t hate me because I’m strong. Strong is beautiful” with footage interspersed of her 

throwing punches on the left and all dressed up on the right. 

Sports Business Journal in the new issue listed Ari Emmanuel and Patrick Whitesell in fourth place on 

their annual list of Most Influential in Sports Business in 2016. They were listed at No. 12 last year, 

with their jump coming because of their WME IMG owning UFC. Adam Silver (NBA commissioner) 

was first, followed by Bob Iger and John Skipper (Disney Media co-chairs who oversee ESPN) and 

Roger Goodell (NFL commissioner) third. 

Daniel Cormier underwent surgery for a torn adductor on 11/30 and is hoping to be able to fight in 

four months, which looks to be the April show. He’d face Rumble Johnson, with the winner then likely 

facing Jon Jones. 

Andrew Schleimer has been hired as the new CFO of the company, replacing Nakisa Bidarian, who 

leaves at the end of the year to join Lorenzo & Frank Fertitta’s new investment company. Schleimer 

was Executive Vice President and CFO of Mandalay Digital Group, which became Digital Turbine, 

Inc., a company that Peter Guber founded. Before that he was Executive Vice President of Strategic 

Development and In Park Services for Six Flags. 

Nate Diaz paid his Nevada Athletic Commission fine ($100,000) and is now officially off suspension. 

As if UFC didn’t have enough championships already, Cris Cyborg said she had two fights left on her 

UFC contract and if UFC doesn’t create a 145 pound division after that, then she’ll look to leave for 

Bellator (which has a 145 pound division and created it for her to be the showcase star, but then UFC 



signed Cyborg, both to keep her from Bellator and also to keep alive the idea of the big money fight 

with Ronda Rousey) or Rizin or somebody else. UFC responded with attempting to put together 

Cyborg vs. Holly Holm to create a new 145 pound championship. Dana White, on the UFC Unfiltered 

podcast, claimed Holm was super excited to do the fight but coach Mike Winkeljohn told her it wasn’t 

the right fight for her (she’s lost two in a row, so I can see that feeling), fighting at that weight, and had 

her turn it down. As the story goes, Holm’s side said they would fight Cyborg at 138 pounds, but when 

the offer was at 145, they turned it down. Presumably that was for the now-canceled 1/21 show in 

Anaheim. White said that Cyborg also turned down the date, saying that she wouldn’t have enough 

time to make 145. He claimed that then they offered her next Germaine de Randamie (who has a 6-3 

record) for the 2/11 show in Brooklyn, and Cyborg turned that one down, again saying it wasn’t 

enough time for her to make 145. 

White said that Joe Silva said after that, that if she can’t make 145 by that time, maybe 145 isn’t her 

right weight class either. White noted, and we had been told this from the start, when UFC signed 

Cyborg to a contract, the deal was that she would fight at 135, but they would give her a year to 

naturally lose weight, and do a fight or two at 140 (this dates back to when she was going to fight in 

Invicta at 140) on the way down and then after she made 135 once, they’d book her against Ronda 

Rousey in a fight they believed would break all records. Then, instead of losing natural body weight, 

she got bigger and more muscular, and making 140 became nightmarish and unhealthy. White noted 

they put her with George Lockhart, a top nutritionist who said he could get her to 135 (she had been 

working with Lockhart until her last fight, but they have since split). White said that when she had so 

much trouble making 140, they said, “F** it then, we’ll make a 145-pound title for you,” and now she 

says she can’t make 145. Cyborg told MMA Fighting that before her last fight, in trying to make 140, 

she almost died and said she was thinking she was going to die in the bathtub. She blamed Lockhart 

for not doing an effective job in saying how a birth control pill would help her drop weight. She said 

that after the fight, when she went for a blood test, her blood was so thick it wouldn’t come out and 

she was feeling sick and under medical observation for ten days after the fight. Cyborg said that she’s 

made the call she will only fight at 145 and not on less than ten weeks notice, and said she would be 

willing to fight in March at that weight. 

In a sports sense, and when it comes to fairness, adding more championships makes sense but to 

the public from a business sense, the value of them is already low and boxing and pro wrestling have 

already showed the example of championships being largely meaningless because of having so 

many that nobody cares. When Cyborg fought at 140 the last time, she said she was 169 going into 

the cage, and at 145 she’ll be heavier than that, so she’ll have a huge size edge on any UFC 135 



pounder who usually are 145 to 155 legit. Anyway, that fight isn’t happening. The reality is that 

Cyborg is far too big for any of the women on the roster, and there are no top women fighters who 

can’t make 135 and compete in that weight class. If they are going to add a class, 125 would have far 

more competition because you’ve got women who are small at 135 but can’t cut to 115, and a lot of 

women killing themselves to cut to 115 because they don’t want to be small at 135. Cyborg is enough 

of a draw and a good enough fighter and way too big now for 135, and creating a title for her in a 

sense makes sense, but every fight she’s had in years has been a mismatch because there are no 

opponents, either women way too small for her or closer to her size but not even close to being top 

fighters. 

Regarding Rousey, she’s currently at 140 pounds, anywhere from eight to 12 pounds lighter than 

what she would normally be weighing at this point before a fight. She’ll have almost no cutting needed 

come fight time. Whether this is good or bad I guess we’ll see. As the time approaches, the idea her 

big return is on a Friday night becomes more-and-more mind blowing. The Rousey-Cyborg thing 

brings out the most amazing emotional reactions when it comes to weight, because I was in favor of 

the fight years ago when they were at least within 12 pounds of each other, but now their walk-around 

weights are 35 pounds apart. Just for a comparison, on a percentage basis, that would be Conor 

McGregor fighting Jon Jones now (when Rousey was 152 it was equivalent to McGregor vs. Luke 

Rockhold, but now it would be McGregor against a guy who walks at 220), or Urijah Faber against 

Robbie Lawler. It’s just absurd. And we’ve seen Cyborg in no way can be healthy at 140, and really is 

pushing it to get to 145. For her own good, she honestly may need to fight at 155 if her walk-around 

weight in shape is 175. Killing herself to make 145 is exactly what all the new weight cutting 

regulations were supposed to be about avoiding and it’s not like we can pretend not to know it since 

she’s been so public with her weight. So the end of the story is that White has now said they are 

adding a women’s 145 pound division, with or without Cyborg. Remember when White used to say 

how they study boxing to learn what not to do. Now they just are blindly copying its mistakes. I’m 

almost waiting to hear that they’re going to replace Sean Shelby with Vince Russo as the next move. 

Don Frye, 51, was hospitalized almost all of September, all of October and until less than three weeks 

ago with a myriad of issues. He was hospitalized when they found out that the rod he had in his back 

that as put in years ago had broken. The belief is that it was broken a year or two earlier because he 

had no idea when it happened or how it happened, but his back had been hurting him for years. 

Then, while in the hospital he had a brain hemorrhage, and he was put in a medically induced coma 

and essentially woke up two months later. He also had pneumonia. Before being hospitalized he had 

a bacterial infection in his spine and a high fever. The whole year was a disaster starting with a 



divorce, with the lone highlight being his induction into the UFC Hall of Fame in July, which he joked 

saved his life. He still needs a walker to get around and said he’s aged terribly. “I’ll get back on track, 

I’m Don Frye,” he told Ariel Helwani on the MMA Hour. He said he has to relearn to walk, get some 

weight put back on, and has to try and regain some of his lost memory. 

At this point both Ryan Bader and Lorenz Larkin are free agents. Larkin originally fought for 

Strikeforce under Scott Coker and is Coker’s type of fighter. He also publicly said he was unhappy 

with UFC’s latest offer to him. Bader is in an exclusive negotiation period with UFC. He was offered a 

deal for what he told Submission Radio was a little more than he was making, but didn’t accept it and 

will see where it goes from there, but did say he’s had interest from outside the UFC and that he 

wanted to either sign with UFC or get a fight elsewhere and have this all settled within the next two 

months. 

Another sign of how many shows there are early in the year and how few stars are available is that 

the 2/4 show in Houston, which is the night before the Super Bowl (FOX is airing the Super Bowl this 

year) in the same city as the game, meaning the entire sports media will be in town, is going to have 

Chan Sung Jung vs. Dennis Bermudez as the main event. Granted, on paper, that is an exciting fight, 

but you’d want a big marquee fight under normal circumstances that weekend. But loading up so 

much in November and December, they ended up having to cancel the January PPV, and are going 

with the traditional huge show after the NFL playoffs with B.J. Penn vs. Yair Rodriguez, and the 1/28 

FOX show from Denver, will be headlined by Julianna Pena vs. Valentina Shevchenko, a fight where 

the winner would probably be getting a title shot if Amanda Nunes beats Rousey on 12/30. If Rousey 

wins the title back, I could still see them trying to get Holm in that spot if Holm wins a fight. A Rousey 

vs. Holm match would be a giant PPV if Rousey wins, while Rousey vs. Pena could be big since 

Pena will probably go hog wild in the buildup but still nowhere close to Holm, and Rousey vs. 

Shevchenko would be whatever the base for a Rousey fight in 2017 would be. 

The other four fights announced so far the Denver show are Raphael Assuncao vs. Aljamain Sterling 

(which was originally set for 12/9 in Albany but moved due to a medical issue involving Sterling), 

Hector Lombard vs. Brad Tavares, J.C. Cottrell vs. Jason Gonzalez and Alexandre Pantoja vs. Eric 

Shelton. 

One of the reasons it’s been so hard is the top stars have been less apt to do favors and save shows, 

which in the past there were the key company guys who they’d call and would have the personal 

loyalty to those in charge and now there is far more of an adversarial, maybe that’s too strong a word 



in many cases, but more of a business relationship than personal so you’re not seeing people bend 

over backwards to save cards by taking fights a little early. 

The 11/26 show with Derek Brunson vs. Robert Whittaker did 112,000 viewers on TSN in Canada, so 

again per cap Canada beat the U.S. 

Sports Business Journal had a few UFC and WWE items in its annual readers survey, which is not 

necessarily an indication of what is or isn’t the case, but is an excellent look since it’s the sports 

business leaders who read that publication, into what the perception in the sports world is of certain 

things. UFC was listed as the fourth hottest sports property, behind the NBA, NFL and NCAA. WWE 

was listed as the third sports property headed in the wrong direction, behind the NFL and NASCAR. 

And the perception of the $4 billion purchase price of UFC is that 66% believe WME IMG overpaid, 

30% felt they paid the right amount and 3% felt they underpaid. 

Tonya Evinger protested her Invicta bantamweight title loss to Yana Kunitskaya on 11/18 in Kansas 

City, and the Missouri commission backed her up, so the result of the fight has been changed to a no 

contest and Evinger is back as champion. In something that sounds like Stanley Blackburn in the Nick 

Bockwinkel heel era, Kunitskaya was working for an armbar and Evinger, in trying to escape, was 

standing on Kunitskaya’s head. Kicking from that position would be illegal but standing on the head 

would not be. However, referee Mike England told her to get off Kunitskaya’s head, and in doing so, 

ended up trapped in the armbar and tapped out. Because there was no rule that made it illegal what 

Evinger was doing, the ref telling her to move was a bad call, and since it led directly to the finish, the 

Missouri Office of Athletics overturned the loss. Promoter Shannon Knapp said that she would book a 

rematch. 

Tony Ferguson has said that he is willing to drop to 145 pounds right now if he’d be offered a title shot 

at Jose Aldo. 

Carla Esparza, the UFC’s first strawweight champion, put her 2015 Harley Breakout motorcycle that 

she got for winning the tournament on Ultimate Fighter, up for sale to the highest bidder, noting that 

she doesn’t want to do it, but only has enough money left in the bank for two months. She noted that 

she was out of action for one year after shoulder surgery, then came back and took a short notice 

fight (which she won, although it was not a good fight), and has been trying to get another fight 

scheduled to no avail. 



There are two shows this week. There is a Fight Pass show on 12/9 from Albany, NY, with J.J. 

Aldrich (2-1) vs. Julianna Lima (8-3), Keith Berish (5-2) vs. Ryan Janes (5-1), Mac Diakiese (10-0) vs. 

Frankie Perez (10-2), Shane Burgos (7-0) vs. Tiago Trator (20-5-2,1 no contest), Andrew Sanchez (8-

2) vs. Trevor Smith (14-6), Joe Gigliotti (7-1) vs. Gerald Meerschaert (24-8), Randy Brown (8-1) vs. 

Brian Camozzi (7-2), Justine Kish (5-0) vs. Ashley Yoder (5-1), Corey Anderson (8-2) vs. Sean 

O’Connell (17-8), Saparbek Safarnov (6-0) vs. Gian Villante (11-5), Anthony Hamilton (15-5_ vs. 

Francis Ngannou (8-1) and Derrick Lewis (16-4) vs. Shamil Abdurakhimov (17-3). It will be interesting 

how this draws and it’s the first UFC show ever in that part of New York, but it’s got no names and it’s 

going to get no pub since all the focus will be Toronto the next night. 

UFC 206 is 12/10 in Toronto, with Zach Makovsky (19-7) vs. Dustin Ortiz (15-6), Mitch Gagnon (12-3) 

vs. Matthew Lopez (8-1), Rustam Khabilov (20-3) vs. Jason Saggo (12-2), John Makdessi (14-5) vs. 

Lando Vannata (8-1), Valerie Letourneau (8-5) vs. Viviane Pereira (11-0), Olivier Aubin-Mercier (8-2) 

vs. Drew Dober (17-7), Misha Cirkunov (12-2) vs. Nikita Krylov (21-4), Emil Meek (8-2-1) vs. Jordan 

Mein (29-10), Kelvin Gastelum (12-2) vs. Tim Kennedy (18-5), Doo Ho Choi (14-1) vs. Cub Swanson 

(23-7), Matt Brown (20-15) vs. Donald Cerrone (31-7) and Max Holloway (16-3) vs. Anthony Pettis 

(19-5) for the interim featherweight title. Sandwiched between UFC 205 and 207, this card, which 

does look very entertaining up and down, and especially the main card, will probably do the lowest 

number of the year. The lowest so far this year is 217,000 for Werdum vs. Miocic, and I first said 

under 200,000, but it could be quite a bit under. Good fights, and the show on paper has them, it not 

traditionally something that makes a difference with PPV buys, especially now. 

There are two other iPPV events this weekend that have a UFC connection. On 12/10, Fight Pass will 

be doing the Rico Verhoeven vs. Badr Hari kickboxing match from Oberhausen, Germany, with 

arguably the two best heavyweights in the world as a kickboxing match. UFC will handle the iPPV 

and it will also air via traditional television PPV. The show will start on ESPN 3 at 11 a.m. Eastern 

time, and then move to Fight Pass (which is airing several fights for free on the Internet as a hard sell 

for the iPPV) at 1:30 p.m. and then the PPV starts at 4 p.m. So essentially UFC is promoting two PPV 

shows on the same day, the 4 p.m. show and the 10 p.m. show. The last time Glory did a PPV, they 

only did 6,000 buys. 

On 12/11, FloGrappling and Chael Sonnen are promoting Submission Underground at 5:30 p.m., a 

grappling show from the Portland, OR, with Jon Jones vs. Dan Henderson, Miesha Tate vs. Jessica 

Eye and Ronny Markes vs. Jeff Monson as the top bouts. Jones is allowed to participate even while 

suspended because grappling isn’t regulated by athletic commissions. Even though Henderson was 



on two Olympic teams in wrestling, that was in 1992 and 1996, and he’s now 46 years old and there 

are no weigh-ins, so he’s probably giving away 15 to 20 pounds as well. 

There are reports that Conor McGregor is set for an appearance on “Game of Thrones.” 

Added to the 1/15 show in Phoenix is Joe Lauzon vs. Marcin Held, which sounds like a fun fight, 

Bryan Caraway vs. Jimmie Rivera, which is a battle of top rated bantamweights where the winner 

would be in consideration for a title match, and Jussier Formiga vs. Sergio Pettis. 

The 2/4 show in Houston, besides the Bermudez vs. Chan Sung Jung main event, has Alexa Grasso 

vs. Felice Herrig, Evan Dunham vs. Abel Trujillo, Ovince Saint Preux vs. Jan Blachowicz, Justin Ledet 

vs. Dmity Sosnovskiy, Adam Milstead vs. Curtis Blaydes, Chas Skelly vs. Chris Gruetzemacher and 

James Vick vs. Johnny Case. 

MMA Fighting reported a Jared Cannonier vs. Glover Teixeira fight is being worked on for the 2/11 

PPV show from Brooklyn. 

BELLATOR:  

There is a show on 12/10 from Florence, Italy, which will be a combination MMA and kickboxing 

show. They will air as separate shows on Spike. The MMA show is going to air live on the East Coast 

at 4 p.m., instead of in prime time as has been the case in the past. It will air on a three-hour tape 

delay on the West Coast, so at 4 p.m. local time there. The show won’t go against the UFC PPV in 

most of the country, but will go against the Fight Pass and FOX fights on the West Coast. The 

scheduled main event of Rafael Carvalho defending the middleweight title against Melvin Manhoef is 

off due to an injury to Carvalho. The TV card has Joey Beltran vs. Alessio Sakara, Philips Lins vs. 

Kleber Raimundo Silva, Claudio Annicchiarico vs. John Salter and Valeriu Mircea vs. Goiti Yamauchi. 

OTHER MMA:  

Preliminary numbers for the Andre Ward vs. Sergey Kovalev on 11/19, which went head-to-head with 

Bellator, UFC and tons of college football, are in the 160,000 buy range. That is a lot lower than it was 

hoped for, and comes off Manny Pacquiao vs. Jessie Vargas doing an estimated 215,000 buys. More 

and more on PPV, it’s either feast or famine. If it’s something the public is really interested in, there is 

more money in PPV than ever before. But for anything short of that, more people are willing to skip it 

than ever before. This was the most competitive high-profile fight on PPV this year, but Ward was 



never a PPV star and didn’t become the national draw hoped for and even with a very real opponent 

is a very competitive fight, the names didn’t capture the public’s attention. 

Regarding the thing with Ryback and Combate Americas, it’s less than what was written and it was 

more Ryback having an exchange with a fighter asking about working there than any talks that went 

further than that and reached even preliminary talks. Campbell McLaren also noted that they had 

offered $1 million for Alberto to fight. 

There will be a head-to-head battle on New Year’s Eve in Japan again this year as TBS in Japan 

announced a five round K-1 rule match from Yokohama between Masato, the 154-pound superstar of 

the K-1 Max glory days, now 37, coming out of retirement, to face Pride’s glory era top native 

lightweight, Takanori Gomi. Obviously this favors Masato, since it’s under his rules. The match can 

only end by knockout, and if it goes five rounds it will be declared a draw. This goes head-to-head 

with the big Rizin show at the Saitama Super Arena featuring their Grand Prix tournament finals, also 

built around the stars of a decade-plus ago like Mirko Cro Cop, Wanderlei Silva and Tsuyoshi 

Kosaka. Silva is off the 12/29 show and his match with Cro Cop, which was the biggest mainstream 

match of the Grand Prix tournament. Cro Cop, on his Facebook account, called Silva, who he was to 

face on 12/29, a scared homie and told Silva not to attend the show because he’d “slap you like a 

bitch like you deserve” if he was to show up that weekend in Japan. Silva has some significant 

injuries but there’s the feeling that Silva did all that promotional work including Ultimate Fighter for a 

fight with Chael Sonnen and then kept balking at signing a contract to actually do the fight, and then 

ended up suspended from fighting in the U.S. from walking away from the drug test. Now he did 

promotional work for this fight, and then pulled out. 

Rizin announced several more fights for its two late December shows besides the Shinobu Kandori 

vs. Gabi Garcia fight. The 12/29 show has added Kazuyuki Miyata, a 40-year-old former Olympic 

wrestler, against Andy Souwer, one of Masato’s big rivals during the K-1 Max heyday who was K-1 

Max champion in 2005 and 2007, and is still active at 34. They also announced Satoru Kitaoka, a 

submission expert who is still the current Deep lightweight champion, against former UFC fighter 

Daron Cruickshank. Added to 12/31 is 42-year-old multi-time world champion wrestler Miyu 

Yamamoto vs. Andi Nguyen, a 34-year-old from South Carolina with a 3-3 record against nobodies, 

so the idea is they are trying to get Miyu a win this time. Once again they are pushing that two 

members of the royal family are fighting with the mother and son gimmick since her son, Asen 

Yamamoto, her 20-year-old son who is a 2020 Olympic wrestling hopeful, faces Hideo Tokoro. 



 


